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Abstract

The proliferation of rich social media data revolutionizes
the way people perceive and understand the world. Unfor-
tunately, so far, there does not exist a single social media sys-
tem that efficiently globalizes users around the world. Two
well-known social media systems, Twitter and Facebook, are
strictly blocked in mainland China for political reasons. Sim-
ilarly, the second-largest microblogging system in the world,
Sina Weibo, features a default system language of Chinese,
which rules out many users from other countries. As a result,
if we are interested in modeling the knowledge of the world,
all research findings based on a single social media system
(within a bubble) can be biased, and the social networks or
knowledge networks generated from a single system or so-
cial community cannot fully represent people from around
the world. In this study, we generate a pseudo-social het-
erogeneous network - Pseudo Global Social Media Network
(PGSMN), which bridges the topics of Twitter and Weibo. On
this network, all Weibo and Twitter nodes are interconnected
via an interim knowledge layer, and user or topic nodes from
Twitter can randomly walk to the nodes on Weibo (via dif-
ferent kinds of paths), and vice versa, which enables cross-
network information recommendation and knowledge glob-
alization.

1 Introduction

Social media is bringing about significant changes in how
people perceive and make sense of their world (Pak and
Paroubek 2010), and the algorithms and methods for social
media mining are well-documented. Millions of individu-
als communicate with each other through a variety of social
media platforms. Unfortunately, there is no social media sys-
tem that efficiently globalizes users from around the world.
For example, two popular social media systems, Twitter and
Facebook, are strictly blocked in mainland China due to po-
litical concerns (Wikipedia 2014), which means 21.97%1 of
Internet users are excluded from these systems and social
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1Statistics of China Internet Users (2014):
http://www.internetlivestats.com/internet-users/china/

networks. Similarly, the world’s second-largest microblog-
ging system, Sina Weibo, boasted more than 176 million
active users by 2015, but because the system’s default lan-
guage is Chinese, almost all its users come from China or
speak Chinese. Because Twitter and Weibo serve different
communities, users in different networks may be interested
in different kinds of topics.

The degree to which isolated communities (a.k.a. “bub-
bles”) are shaped and separated by the lack of direct com-
munication on social media is largely unknown and remains
an under-studied topic in the scientific literature. Such un-
derstanding must, however, form the foundation for the de-
velopment of information technology that can effectively ad-
dress this issue by connecting otherwise separated entities.
In this study, we focus on constructing “Pseudo Global So-
cial Media Network (PGSMN)” to interconnect the users
and topics across two distinct social media ‘islands’. To the
best of our knowledge, PGSMN will be the first pseudo-
social media network to interconnect users and topics from
different language, culture, and network bubbles. PGSMN
can be important for three reasons. First, for advertisers or
law enforcement agencies, PGSMN can help to find out the
topics and users following or related to them across Twitter
and Weibo and to explore some potential application. Sec-
ond, by leveraging PGSMN, scholars can investigate and
compare the similarity/difference of Chinese and Ameri-
can societies when consuming the same or similar topics.
Last but not least, PGSMN enables cross-social media in-
formation recommendation, e.g., recommend Twitter topics
or users to Weibo users, and vice versa. While not all users
are interested in the novel topics from another social media,
cross social network information recommendation alleviates
the problem of information isolation, and some particular
group of users may potentially benefit from it, e.g., some
Chinese Weibo users can be interested in the ‘outside’ dy-
namic topics that are censored by government.

There are two main challenges for PGSMN construction.
First, obviously, Twitter and Weibo users and topics be-
long to two distinct social networks, and no physical link-
age exists among them. Very few users own both Twitter
and Weibo accounts (Chinese users cannot register Twit-
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Figure 1: 3-layer Pseudo Global Social Media Network

ter account), and we cannot map the information/metadata
across these networks2. For this reason, most prior works in
“user identification across multiple social networks” cannot
be applied to solve this problem and interconnect those net-
works. Second, Weibo and Twitter, in most cases, are written
in two different languages. Meanwhile, because of the mes-
sage length limitation, users tend to use very colloquial lan-
guages and acronyms to express complex semantics, which
challenges traditional machine translation algorithms.

Unlike most related studies, we won’t use machine trans-
lation for PGSMN construction. Instead, PGSMN is a three
layer heterogeneous graph, which includes a Twitter layer,
a Weibo layer, and a Wikipedia bridge layer (as Figure 1
shows). The Wikipedia multi-lingual corpus is used as a
“Rosetta Stone” in this study to connect culturally disjoint
language and network bubbles. All the Weibo and Twitter
users and topics are interconnected by Wikipedia articles or
category nodes and semantic paths on the Wikipedia cat-
egory tree. A number of different meta-paths will be em-
ployed for user and topic recommendation across Weibo
and Twitter via learning-to-rank. The rich linkages between
Wikipedia pages and categories provide great potential to
interconnect users and topics from different communities.

The contribution of this paper is threefold. First, we pro-
pose to solve the innovative information-recommendation
problems across different social networks and globalize dif-
ferent local communities, i.e., Twitter and Weibo. Different
social networks target exclusive communities, and they do
not necessarily share the same language or culture back-
ground. This work can also be generalized to other so-
cial networks. Second, we propose using our three-layer
PGSMN to interconnect users and topics from Twitter and
Weibo by using Wikipedia and its associated linkages, i.e.,
incoming/outgoing links among Wikipedia articles, article-
categorical links, and Wikipedia category hierarchy links.
Two types of links, as Figure 1 shows, are employed to
interconnect the nodes between Weibo and Twitter layers,
text match the edge between the Twitter/Weibo user/hashtag
node and the Wikipedia article node(s), and ESPM (Explicit
Semantic Path Mining) edge between the Twitter/Weibo
user/hashtag node and the Wikipedia category path(s). Then,
by using the paths between and within layers, we can calcu-

2Chinese users with foreign IP addresses can register Twitter,
but very few Chinese users have a foreign IP.

late the supervised random walk probability from one node
(in Twitter) to another (in Weibo), or vice versa. We also
share the constructed PGSMN data to motivate other studies
for this newly proposed topic. Last but not least, we provide
a case study, recommend Twitter hastag to Weibo user, to
verify the usefulness of PGSMN. By employing meta-path
and learning to rank, we investigate the optimized recom-
mendation model to recommend Twitter hashtags to Weibo
users. Note that we use cross social media hastag recom-
mendation as the case study because of evaluation reason
(ground truth is partially available), but, more practically,
other recommendation task, e.g., user and advertisement rec-
ommendation, can be more significant.

2 Literature Review

[Social Media and User Community]: The proliferation
of rich social media data revolutionizes the way people
understand the world, and the algorithms and methods
for social media mining are well documented (Baucom
et al. 2013; Kouloumpis, Wilson, and Moore 2011). The
way people both perceive and exploit social media, espe-
cially microblogging systems, has been observed and well-
documented. For instance, sentiment analysis (Kouloumpis,
Wilson, and Moore 2011), social network analysis (Kwak et
al. 2010; Ediger et al. 2010), and event prediction (Achrekar
et al. 2011) studies are well-documented. Existing studies
found that microblogging systems can be used to accurately
characterize different social events at a low cost.

Unfortunately, so far, there hasn’t been a social media sys-
tem which efficiently globalizes users around the world. Our
study builds on existing knowledge and techniques, and con-
tributes a body of novel problems and algorithms that aims
to achieve global knowledge integration.

[Twitter and Weibo Comparison]: While using Twit-
ter to characterize real-world events is well documented,
Weibo is becoming an important means to understand the
Chinese community. For instance, Zhao et al., (Zhao et al.
2011) employed Weibo data to investigate event discussion
by using term-message-user networks and compared it with
those found on Twitter. They used random-walk algorithms
to study the temporal event information diffusion, and the
event is pre-defined by domain expert. Similarly, Guan et
al., (Guan et al. 2014) studied 21 hot events of Weibo by
utilizing 32 prestigious users.

Unfortunately, due to both language and political barriers,
most users from each community can only access one sys-
tem exclusively. Although most previous studies treat Twit-
ter and Weibo as comparable social media outlets except for
language, some other researchers (Li et al. 2012) found that
Weibo may have some unique features. Some scholars have
only recently became aware of the importance of comparing
Weibo and Twitter (Shuai et al. 2014).

[Meta-Path on Heterogeneous Graph]: The concept of
meta-path was first proposed in (Sun et al. 2011b), which
can systematically capture the semantic relation between
objects in a heterogeneous information network scenario.
A meta-path P is a path defined on the graph of network
schema TG = (A,R), and is denoted in the form of Ȧ1

R1−→
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Ȧ2
R2−→ . . .

Rl−→ Ȧl+1 , which defines a composite relation
R = R1 ◦ R2 ◦ . . . ◦ Rl between types Ȧ1 and Ȧl+1 , where
◦ denotes the composition operator on relations. Different
meta-path-based mining tasks are studied, including simi-
larity search (Sun et al. 2011b), relationship prediction (Sun
et al. 2011a), user-guided clustering (Sun et al. 2012), and
recommendation (Liu et al. 2014). It turns out that meta-
path serves as a very critical feature extraction tool for most
of the mining tasks in a heterogeneous information network.
From a random walk viewpoint, one node may random walk
to another node based on different meta-paths. In this pa-
per, we propose a novel meta-path-based approach by using
a Wikipedia category tree. On the new meta-path, a node on
the path could be a path on the Wikipedia category tree. The
random walk function, then, is re-defined.

[Cross-Domain User Identification and Recommenda-
tion]: Cross-social media user identification has become
popular in the recent years. It is common that users regis-
ter in multiple social media or commercial sites. Identifying
the same user in multi-social network environments can en-
hance the user profiling accuracy (Zafarani and Liu 2013),
collaborative filtering performance(Li and Lin 2014), and
friend recommendation precision (Zafarani and Liu 2014).
Vosecky et al., (2009), for example, employed real-life data,
i.e., user name, gender, and addresses from two popular so-
cial networks, and a machine learning algorithm to identify
the same users across Facebook and StudiVZ. They found
the user profile features are important for this task. Sim-
ilarly, Zhang et al.,(2014) used the profile features (e.g.,
user description) to identify the same users across Twit-
ter and LinkedIn. Zafarani (2013) identified the same users
across 32 popular U.S. sites, including Flickr, Reddit, and
YouTube, by using more sophisticated features extracted
from username strings. Authors studied user behavior when
selecting username, typing pattern, and modifying previous
usernames as features to train a user identification function.
More recently, Li and Lin (2014) proposed a new user iden-
tification method across various domains from collaborative
filtering viewpoint (for item rating prediction).

Another kind of related research is cross-domain infor-
mation recommendation, e.g., recommending movies using
book rating data. Fernández-Tobı́as et al.(2011), for exam-
ple, suggested the use of semantic-based framework to inte-
grate knowledge of different domains for cross-domain item
recommendations. Shi et al. (2011) employed cross-domain
tag information to perform cross-domain recommendation.
Sahebi and Brusilovsky (2013) used social links and cross-
domain community detection to perform cross-domain rec-
ommendations.

All of these studies share the same premise that a user can
register in different social media or commercial sites, and the
selected experimental systems share the same language. Un-
fortunately, we cannot use these methods to integrate Weibo
and Twitter data, because Weibo and Twitter communities
are exclusive to each other.

3 Research Methods

In this section, we discuss the methodology in detail, which
includes: constructing PGSMN, generating heterogeneous
edges to interconnect Weibo and Twitter users and hashtags,
and designing a random walk method by using PGSMN.

PGSMN Construction

To achieve the goals of this project, we need to interconnect
Weibo and Twitter data. We utilize Wikipedia as the bilin-
gual global knowledge-base to link Weibo and Twitter on a
heterogeneous graph because of the following reasons:

1) Wikipedia provides concept definitions in Chinese and
English. For instance, in Wikipedia’s 2014 March dumps,
we find 397,689 important articles (at least three incoming
links) defined in both English and Chinese, which cover es-
sential universal knowledge. The English article can be pro-
jected into the Twitter topic space, and the Chinese counter-
part for the same concept (the same wiki article node) can
be used to bridge the Weibo topics.

2) All concepts in Wikipedia are interlinked via Wikipedia
hierarchical categories and incoming/outgoing links among
Wikipedia articles. For instance, the articles “NBA” and “Le-
Bron James”are connected via the path “[wiki article: NBA]
b→ [wiki category: Basketball] b← [wiki article: LeBron James]”

and path “[wiki article: LeBron James] l→ [wiki article: NBA]”

( b→represents “belong to” relation, and l→represents “link
to” relation). In other words, all articles in Wikipedia
are inter-connected through heterogeneous links and cross-
language equivalents. Then, all Twitter and Weibo hash-
tags/users are also interlinked via a Wikipedia bridge.

3) Both Weibo and Twitter are written in colloquial
language, and Wikipedia provides colloquial-language-like
Redirected Links for both Chinese and English articles. For
instance, the concept “Patient Protection and Affordable
Care Act” can be redirected from “Obamacare”, which can
be helpful for social media text mining.

Based on above reasons, we propose Pseudo Global So-
cial Media Network (PGSMN), which is a 3-layer hetero-
geneous graph including the following information: Weibo
Layer, which has Weibo user (UWeibo) and Weibo Hash-
Tag (HTWeibo) nodes; Wikipedia bridge layer, which has
Wikipedia article (A) and category (C) nodes. The articles
are connected via page hyperlinks, and the category nodes
are organized on a category tree. Each node may belong to
one or multiple categories. All the article and category nodes
are defined in both Chinese and English Wikipedia space,
and each article node has at least three incoming links; Twit-
ter Layer, which has Twitter user (UTwitter) and Twitter
HashTag (HTTwitter) nodes. Based on this information, we
constructed a novel heterogeneous graph (Figure 1), and the
relations are defined in the following table:

Each edge on the graph is associated with a weight which
denotes the transitioning probability from one node to an-
other. UX

E→ PC and HTX
E→ PC are different compared

with the other edges, and they utilize a different data struc-
ture. For these edges, user or hashtag node links to a path,
PC , on the Wikipedia category tree (part of the Wikipedia
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Table 1: Relations in the constructed heterogeneous graph
Edge Description

Edges within Twitter/Weibo Layer

UXi

t→ UXj
User-to-User relation (reply/mention/comment)

UXi

u→ HTXj
User use HashTag (user message has HashTag)

HTXi

c→ HTXj
HashTag-HashTag (HashTag co-occur in a message)

Edges between Twitter/Weibo and Wikipedia Layer

UX
r→ A User’s message content relevant to a Wikipedia article

HTX
r→ A HashTag’s message content relevant to a Wikipedia arti-

cle

UX
E→ PC User’s message content relevant to a path PC on the

Wikipedia category tree (part of the Wikipedia layer)

HTX
E→ PC HashTag’s message content relevant to a path PC on the

Wikipedia category tree (part of the Wikipedia layer)
Edges within Wikipedia Layer

Ai
l→ Aj Wikipedia article incoming/outgoing link

A
b→ C Wikipedia article belongs to Wikipedia category

Ci
h→ Cj Wikipedia category has Wikipedia category

For UX and HTX , X could be either Weibo or Twitter.

layer). For example, for a Twitter hashtag “#iPadAir2”,
based on ESPM algorithm (will be introduced in the next
section), the node is linking to two exemplar Wikipedia cat-
egory paths (each path has a weight):

1. CTechnolgy
h→ ...CMobile operating systems

h→
CIOS (Apple) (weight = 0.45), and 2. CTechnolgy

h→
...CPersonal computers

h→ CTablet computers (weight = 0.55).
Similarly, the Twitter or Weibo user node, UX , is also

linked to multiple category paths. The weight of the path
is the probability that the path can represent the seman-
tics (content) of the target user or hashtag node, P (PC |UX)
or P (PC |HTX). The links within each layer are generated
from social media and Wikipedia data, and the links across
different layers are generated using graph mining algorithms
(will be introduced in the next section). So, the quality of
the inter-layer links can be lower, and we will need to use
the supervised model to optimize different possible paths for
cross-media information recommendation.

Wikipedia category hierarchy for different languages may
be different. In this study, we use the English category hi-
erarchy to keep the process simple and comparable. When
pre-processing, we construct a homogeneous Wikipedia cat-
egory graph GC =< V,E >, where each vertex, Ci ∈ V ,
is a Wikipedia category, and the edge links two categories,
Ci

h→ Cj ∈ E. Then a tree-like category graph is con-
structed by Algorithm 1.

By using this method, we construct a tree-like structure
as part of the Wikipedia layer on PGSMN. GC has one root
node R, and one category node may have multiple parents.
R is the root category defined on Wikipedia category hier-
archy, which links to 26 1st level categories, i.e., Culture,
Education, Environment, Politics, and Science. Inside the
for loop (line 7 - 11), all the children nodes of the target
node (Ci) that have appeared in current V are removed from
Children(Ci) set ({Cj |(Cj /∈ V )∧ (Ci ∈ Parents(Cj)}).
Therefore, all potential loops in Wikipedia categories are

Algorithm 1: GC generation algorithm
1 set root vertex R = ’Main topic classifications’
2 V = {R}
3 Q = {R} //temporary vertex queue
4 Vtemp = ∅ //temporary vertex set
5 Etemp = ∅ //temporary edge set
6 while not empty Q do

7 for each Ci ∈ Q do

8 Children(Ci) = {Cj |(Cj /∈ V ) ∧ (Ci ∈ Parents(Cj)}
9 Etemp = Etemp ∪ {(Ci

h→ Cj)|Cj ∈ Children(Ci)}
10 Vtemp = Vtemp ∪ Children(Ci)

11 end

12 V = V ∪ Vtemp;E = E ∪ Etemp;Q = Vtemp

13 Vtemp = ∅;Etemp = ∅
14 end

15 return GC =< V,E >

eliminated in GC . The generated GC is then used in ESPM
algorithm and category path-based random walk introduced
in the following sections.

Interconnect Weibo and Twitter Nodes

In this paper, as Table 1 shows, we employ two kinds
of links to interconnect Weibo and Twitter users/hashtags
with the Wikipedia bridge layer. For either method, the
user/hashtag is represented by a message text index, which
merges all the messages sent by the target user, TUX

, or
includes the target hashtag, THTX

. The first method is a
text exact match, P (A|UX) or P (A|HTX), which denotes
the probability of a Wikipedia article given a user or hash-
tag (node) in Twitter or Weibo. For this approach, each
Wikipedia concept (article), A, is represented by a phrase
collection PC(A) = Ap1, Ap2...Apk, where each Api is the
Wikipedia article or its redirect page name. For instance,
for article “Barack Obama”, PC(A) is {“barack obma”,
“barry obama”, ”obamma” “o’bama”, “barak obama”,
“barack obamaca”, “barack obamaca”}. The redirected
article names can be important for mining the semantics of
the target user or hashtag in a colloquial language context.
For instance, the abbreviation (of a long article title) or com-
mon spelling mistakes can be important to extract seman-
tics of colloquial Twitter or Weibo messages. The transition
probability from user node UX to a Wikipedia article Ai can
be calculated by:

P (Ai|UX) =

∑|PC(Ai)|
j=1 freq(Aipj , TUX )

∑|A|
t=1

∑|PC(At)|
k=1 freq(Aipk , TUX )

The probability score equals the sum of the frequency of
all the strings in the PC(Ai) in the message text TUX

(ex-
act match),

∑|PC(Ai)|
j=1 freq(Aipj , TUX

), divided by the to-
tal frequency count of all the Wikipedia articles, |A|. Sim-
ilarly, we can calculate the hashtag to article transitioning
probability P (Ai|HTX) of the edge HTX

r→ Ai.
Unfortunately, string match cannot solve semantic match

problem entirely. For instance, a user may be interested in a
specific concept but not necessarily use the target Wikipedia
title (or redirected page titles) in the message content. A
well-known solution for this problem is Explicit Semantic
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Figure 2: ESPM Example

Analysis (ESA) (Gabrilovich and Markovitch 2007), which
calculates the related articles, P (Ai|t), given a text, t, from
a latent semantic perspective. In ESA, a word is represented
as a column vector in the TFIDF matrix of the Wikipedia,
and the input text is represented as the centroid of the vec-
tors representing its words. Experiments (Anderka and Stein
2009; Scholl et al. 2010) have shown that ESA, when com-
bining word and concept features, can enhance text cate-
gorization performance on standard corpus over the bag-
of-words approach (Gabrilovich and Markovitch 2007). Al-
though a number of studies successfully employed ESA to
enhance the text mining performance, the accuracy, or to say
the quality, of ESA vector is still problematic (Jiang, Chen,
and Liu 2014). For instance, given the text “Iraq’s Top Shi-
ite Cleric Calls for New Government...”, the top ranked ESA
concepts include “John Flower”, “Hammadi Ahmad”, and
“Promised Day Brigades”, can hardly represent the accu-
rate semantics of the given text, even though they may be
statistically useful.

In order to cope with this problem, in this study, we
propose a new method Explicit Semantic Path Mining
(ESPM) by leveraging the rich linkage and categorical re-
lationships of Wikipedia. For each given text, i.e., TUX

, in-
stead of generating the semantic article distribution, ESPM
identifies optimized semantic path(s), i.e., UX

E→ PC , on the
Wikipedia category tree. As an example, by using ESPM for
the same input above, we get the following semantic path:
Politics

h→ Politics by country
h→ Politics of Iraq

h→
Iraqi nationalism(each node is a wiki category), which
makes more sense compared with the ESA concept vector.

On the back end of ESPM, Wikipedia provides high-
quality, user-oriented hierarchical category definition. The
top levels of categories, in most cases, are defined by profes-
sional editors. For instance, the first-level includes 26 gen-
eral categories, such as Culture, Education, Environment,
and Politics, while Wikipedia page authors and contributors
define most of the bottom level categories, such as American
military personnel killed in the War of 1812, which provides

potential to interconnect Weibo and Twitter nodes.
Figure 2 visualizes the ESPM generation progress. Given

a text, the related Wikipedia articles (non-zero P (Ai|t) cal-
culated by ESA) vote for the significant semantic path(s) on
the Wikipedia category tree graph. Note that one article can
belong to multiple Wikipedia categories. In this step, we fol-
low two premises. First, all of the related articles are more
likely to be connected via incoming and outgoing page hy-
perlinks, and the links can be important to help us filter noisy
articles. As the following formula shows, the importance of
a Wikipedia category given text, w(Ci|t), is calculated by
all the articles belonging to Ci, Aj ∈ Ci, and all the linked

articles who share the target category, Aj
l→ Ak ∩Ak ∈ Ci.

|Aj ∈ Ci| is the total number of Wikipedia pages in the
target category.

w(Ci|t)

=

∑
Aj∈Ci

(λ · P (Aj |t) + (1 − λ) ·
Σ

Aj
l→Ak∩Ak∈Ci

P (Ak|t)

|Aj
l→ Ak ∩ Ak ∈ Ci|

)

|Aj ∈ Ci|

In other words, based on this formula, if a number of highly-
ranked articles are interconnected in the ESA vector and all

belong to a specific category,
Σ

Aj
l→Ak∩Ak∈Ci

P (Ak|t)

|Aj
l→ Ak ∩ Ak ∈ Ci|

, this

category, Ci, can be important. As Figure 2 shows, because
A2 and A3 are well-connected, the probability that category
E and its related paths are selected is higher than other cat-
egories on the tree. λ controls the importance of article con-
tent and the importance of the links between articles. In this
paper, λ = 0.6. Once we calculate the seed category node
importance for the given text, we need to normalize them.

wnorm(Ci|t) = w(Ci|t)
ΣCj∈seedsw(Cj |t)

If node C does not belong to seed categories,
wnorm(c|t) = 0. Now we can calculate the category prob-
ability, P (Ci|t), on the tree-like category graph. First, we
normalize the category probabilities to ensure the root node
probability will always equal 1.0, which means any text must
belong to “something” defined by Wikipedia categories.
Second, we transfer every node’s probability to their parents
iteratively (bottom up); all the nodes’ probabilities will be
transferred to the root node through all possible paths.

P (Ci|t) = Σ
Ci

h→Cchildk

P (Cchildk |t)
|Cj

h→ Cchildk , ∀j|
+ wnorm(Ci|t)

Through the bottom-up method, all the possible nodes
would be assigned values. Then we use the top-down
method to find all possible paths from root node to seed
nodes. We define the path weight as the sum of all the cate-
gory nodes on the path:

P (pathk|t) = ΣCi∈pathkP (Ci|t)
|Ci ∈ pathk|

Take Figure 2 for example. Suppose (A1, A2, A3, A4)
with score (0.8, 0.7, 0.6, 0.3) is the ESA analysis result for
given text t, and then we have w(E|t) = 0.65, w(F |t) = 0.18,
w(G|t) = 0.45. After normalization, we get wnorm(E|t) =
0.51, wnorm(F |t) = 0.14, wnorm(G|t) = 0.35 respectively.
For leaf node E and G, their final probability is 0.51 and
0.35, for node F, its probability equals child category G’s
probability plus its own normalized importance, i.e., 0.35 +
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0.14 = 0.49 , and P (E|t) = (0.51 + 0.49 ÷ 2) = 0.755.
After all propagation, we get the probability 1.0 on root
node M. There are three paths from root M to leaf node
E and G: path1 = [M ] → [B] → [E], path2 = [M ] →
[B] → [F ] → [G]and path3 = [M ] → [C] → [F ] → [G].
Since P (path1|t) = (1.0 + 0.755 + 0.51) ÷ 3 = 0.755 ,
P (path2|t) = 0.649, P (path3|t) = 0.521 , path1 is better
than path2 and path3.

As another premise, for ESPM, we need to find a number
of independent paths on the Wikipedia category tree. For in-
stance, if we find C1

h→ C2
h→ C3 we don’t want to find

another path C1
h→ C2

h→ C3
h→ C4, as these two paths

are highly dependent and provide very similar information.
To characterize this assumption, we use greedy algorithm to
identify the top k independent important paths on the tree.

First, we calculate all the relevant paths’ weight with the
aforementioned method. Then we generate a graph where
each path is conceptualized as a node on the graph (with the
node weight = P (pathk|t)), and if any two paths are depen-
dent, there will be an edge connecting these two nodes. For
path dependence measure (Chakrabarti and Mehta 2010),
we utilize the similarity between two paths. For example,
if Sim(pi, pj) > δ (δ = 0.7), path pi and pj are depen-
dent. On this graph, we first pick the node with the largest
weight then remove all of its connected nodes. We will re-
peat this process until all the nodes on the graph are removed
and picked. Note that after this step, we will get a list of
ranked paths, which are independent to others. This greedy
algorithm has proven useful in prior feature selection stud-
ies (Chakrabarti and Mehta 2010).

Random Walk between Twitter and Weibo

In this section, we design the random walk functions to en-
able cross-media information recommendation. From a ran-
dom walk viewpoint, on the heterogeneous PGSMN, there
are different alternatives (functions) to random walk from
one node (in Twitter) to another (in Weibo), and vice versa,
i.e., RW (NX � NY ), which denotes the random walk
probability from a node in X to a node in Y (X and Y could
be Weibo or Twitter). For example, if we want to recom-
mend Twitter hashtags to Weibo users (random walk from
target Weibo user to Twitter hashtags), the meta-path based
random walk functions can be defined in Table 2.

Each random walk function in this exemplar table is
a meta-path, P , on the heterogeneous graph. The rank-
ing score of a candidate node, NY , given a meta-path,
P , is the cumulated random walk probabilities (tours ∈
meta-path) starting from NX to NY , RWP (NX � NY ) =
∑

tP∈P RW (tP ). The P is defined by NX
R1−→ Ȧ1

R2−→
Ȧ2 . . .

Rl−→ NY (length = l), and tP is a tour from NX to NY

following the specified meta-path P . RW (tP ) is the ran-
dom walk probability of the tour tP . This meta-path based
scoring function has been defined in (Liu et al. 2014).

However, previous meta-path based random walk meth-
ods cannot solve the ESPM related problems, like NX

E→
PC � PC

E← NY . We need to define the random walk proba-
bility from one path collection (m paths related to node NX

Sports

L1

Ball
games

L2

Basket
ball

L3

Sports
Indoor
sport

Table
tennis

0.1 0.1 0.05

Figure 3: Example of Random Walk between Paths.

based on P (PC |TNX
)), {PCX

}, to another (n paths related
to node NY ), {PCY

}:

RW ({PCX }� {PCY }) =
∑m

i=1 max
1�j�n

(RW (Pi � P
′
j))

m

where, the random walk probability equals the average ran-
dom walk probability from one path Pi in {PCX

} to its clos-
est path P

′
j in {PCY

}. Then, we need to define the ran-
dom walk function between two paths on the Wikipedia
tree. If Pi = CPi1

h→ .CPi2
h→ ....CPik and P

′
j = CP

′
j1

h→
.CP

′
j2

h→ ....CP
′
j l

, then RW (Pi � P
′
j) = RW (Pi(1)) � P

′
j(1)))

, and RW (Pi(t)) � P
′
j(t))) = α · RW (Ci(t) � P

′
j(t)) +

(1 − α) · P (Ci(t+1)|Ci(t)) · RW (Pi(t+1)) � P
′
j(t+1))) , where

RW (Ci(t) � P
′
i(t)) is the random walk probability from

tth category node Ci(t) (on path Pi) to sub path P
′
j(t) (on

path P
′
j) from (t)th position. P (Ci(t+1)|Ci(t)) is the tran-

sition probability from node Ci(t) to Ci(t+1) on path Pi.
RW (Ci(t) � P

′
j(t)) =

∑
Cjx∈P

′
j(t)

RW (Ci(t) � Cjx) .
This is a recursive random walk definition. For each node

on path Pi, there is α chance to walk from the current
node on Pi to P

′
j , RW (Ci(t) � P

′
j(t+1)), and there is

(1 − α) chance to walk to the next node on Pi, and it may
potentially walk to P

′
j at the next step, P (Ci(t+1)|Ci(t)) ·

RW (Pi(t+1)) � P
′
j(t+1))). Based on this definition, level

1 category node on the Wikipedia category tree is most
important, which have α chance to walk to another path.
For other nodes, like tth node (t > 1), the importance is
α · (1 − α)(t−1). This definition is based on the truth that
the higher (general) level categories inference can be more
accurate than lower (detailed) level ones. For example, it’s
easier to estimate a hashtag is about “Technology” (level 1)
than to label it as “Tablet computers” (level 5).

Figure 3 visualizes an example. Suppose we have two
paths: If Pi = Sports → Ball games → Basketball
and P

′
j = Sports → Indoorsports → Table tennis.

RW (Pi � P
′
j) = α·(0.1+0.1)+(1−α)·0.1·RW (Pi(2) �

P
′
j(2)), and RW (Pi(2) � P

′
j(2)) = α ·0.05+(1−α) ·0.05 ·

RW (Pi(3) � P
′
j(3)). For RW (Pi(3) � P

′
j(3)) = 0 (be-

cause there is no link from node basketball to path P
′
j , and

node basketball is the last node on path Pi). When α = 0.6
(we use this value for this study), then random walk proba-
bility is RW (Pi � P

′
j) = 0.12012. In another case, if all

the nodes ∈ Pi are not linked to P
′
j , RW (Pi � P

′
j) = 0.
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Case Study: Recommend Twitter Hashtag to Weibo

In this section, we use a case study to verify and evaluate the
usefulness of PGSMN: recommend Twitter Topic (hash-
tag) to Weibo Users (easier for evaluation). Based on the
random walk functions defined in Table 2, the recommen-
dation problem can be conceptualized as a ranking prob-
lem. Given a Weibo user, U∗

Weibo, we rank all the Twitter
hashtags, HT ?

Twitter, based on the random walk probabil-
ity on PGSMN, RW (U∗

Weibo � HT ?
Twitter). Note that,

PGSMN supports other recommendation tasks, such as rec-
ommending Weibo user to Twitter user (as friend), but auto-
evaluation can be hard.

As the last section shows, there are a number of methods
we can use to calculate this random walk probability. So,
in this study, we use the learning to rank method to com-
bine different ranking features while avoiding manual pa-
rameter tuning. As this study is not focusing on learning to
rank, we used a relative simple algorithm, Coordinate As-
cent (Metzler and Croft 2007), which iteratively optimizes a
multivariate objective ranking function, for meta-path PRF
feature integration and algorithm evaluation.

In order to generate the training data, we need to find
a number of Twitter hashtags that are of interest to some
Weibo users. Two methods are used to generate the ground
truth data: (1) as the most straightforward approach, we find
a number of Weibo hashtags sharing the same strings as the
Twitter hashtags in the experiment dataset. However, as most
Weibo users are Chinese, we can only find a small number of
hashtags for this approach. So (2) we use Google translation
API to translate all the Weibo hashtags into English, and we
match the translated Weibo hashtags with Twitter hashtags.
Note that, only a small proportion Twitter hashtags can be
successfully translated into Chinese. The selected hashtags
will be removed from the PGSMN, which guarantees the al-
gorithms can find “new Twitter information” for Weibo user.

4 Experiment

[Data]: For this experiment, we employ two datasets sam-
pled from Twitter and Weibo corpora. Both corpora were
sampled between 2012/09/17 and 2012/09/23 (1 week data).
Based on 3,296,945 Weibo messages, 20,128,826 Twitter
messages, and the Wikipedia March 2014 Dumps (Chinese
and English page dumps and Chinese language links dump),
we generate the PGSMN following the method introduced in
the method section. Based on our previous description, we
build the 3-layer heterogeneous graph. The number of each
type of node or edge is listed in Table 3.

All the hashtags used for fewer than 10 messages and all
the users who composed fewer than five messages are re-
moved from the datasets. The PGSMN data can be down-
loaded from the project website3, and other researchers can
use this data to reproduce this experiment or test and verify
other usage of PGSMN.

The pre-processing step contains two parts: (1) Construct
Chinese and English datasets and generate cross-language

3http://scholarwiki.indiana.edu/data

ESA models (prior for ESPM calculation); (2) Construct
Wikipedia tree-like category graph and ESPM model.

In order to build Chinese and English ESA models and
maintain the concept mapping relationships between these
two language bubbles, we traverse the Chinese Wikipedia
page dump first. Any Wikipedia article written in both En-
glish and Chinese and has at least three incoming links
will be incorporated into the experiment PGSMN. Follow-
ing this process, we get 400,275 Chinese pages in total, cor-
responding to a total of 397,689 English pages. Because dif-
ferent Chinese pages may feature the same related English
page, these two values are not the same, so we merge this
type of Chinese pages as one page, and finally form the
dataset which consisted of 397,689 articles featuring both
Chinese and English content. When building ESA models,
all Chinese text is tokenized by word segmentation. Based
on the algorithm introduced in method section, we construct
a Wikipedia category tree with 871,978 nodes and 1,229,833
edges (Wiki-layer). We then use this tree to calculate the
ESPM based random walk probability between Weibo user
and Twitter hashtags.

[Result]: In this experiment, we locate 459 hashtags used
by both Twitter and Weibo users (based on the methods
in Section 3). For the string match method, we find 129
hashtags, and, by using Google translation API, we find
330 matched hashtags from 2,931 Weibo hashtags (because
most Weibo hashtags and messages are written in colloquial
Chinese). We also find 401 Weibo users who used at least
three hashtags from this test collection. However, we noticed
that the majority of these 401 users used fewer than 6 out
of the 459 selected hashtags. The resulting training dataset
has 401 users, 459 hashtags and 20,248 user-hashtag train-
ing/testing pairs. To validate the graph mining performance,
all the 459 testing hashtags (in Weibo part) were removed
from the PGSMN, which guarantees the algorithms can find
“new Twitter information” for Weibo user.

For baseline algorithm, we used Machine Transla-
tion (MT). The ranking score for a Twitter hashtag,
HTtwitteri , given a Weibo user, Uweiboj , can be es-
timated by:

∑
mk∈weiboj

SBM25({mHTtwitteri
},MT (mk)),

where SBM25 is the BM25 similarity function, and
MT (mk) is the translated Chinese message (via Google
Machine Translation API) from the target user. For this
method, we use all of the Weibo user’s translated messages
as queries to rank all the hashtags from Twitter corpus. Each
Twitter hashtag is represented by all the Twitter messages,
including the target hashtag, {mHTtwitteri

}.
As Section 3 mentioned, we use precision (P), mean av-

erage precision (MAP), and normalized discounted cumula-
tive gain (NDCG) to evaluate the recommendation ranking
performance. For each Weibo user in the test collection, we
recommend the Twitter hashtags via meta-path based rank-
ing function introduced in Table 2. To make the result clear,
we also compare the mean reciprocal rank (MRR), which is
the average of the multiplicative inverse of the rank of the
first correct Twitter hashtag for the Weibo users.

The recommendation performance, by using different
kinds of feature combinations, is reported in Table 4. We uti-
lize Coordinate Ascent (Metzler and Croft 2007) as learning
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Table 2: Meta-path in the constructed heterogeneous graph
ID Meta-path & Ranking Hypothesis ID Meta-path & Ranking Hypothesis

F1
U∗

Weibo
r→ A

r← HT ?
Twitter F2

U∗
Weibo

t→ UWeibo
r→ A

r← UTwitter
u→ HT ?

Twitter

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if it is relevant to the same Wikipedia
page as the query Weibo User.

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if it is mentioned by the
Twitter User who is relevant to the same Wikipedia page as the query
Weibo User’s related users.

F3
U∗

Weibo
u→ HTWeibo

r→ A
l→ A

r← HTTwitter
c→ HT ?

Twitter F4
U∗

Weibo
u→ HTWeibo

r→ A
l→ A

r← UTwitter
u→ HT ?

Twitter

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its co-occur HashTag is relevant to
some Wikipedia page which links to the one relevant to the Weibo HashTag which
is mentioned by the query Weibo User.

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if it is mentioned by the
Twitter User relevant to some Wikipedia page which links to the one
relevant to the Weibo HashTag mentioned by the query Weibo User.

F5
U∗

Weibo
t→ UWeibo

r→ A
l→ A

r← UTwitter
u→ HT ?

Twitter F6
U∗

Weibo
t→ UWeibo

r→ A
l→ A

r← HTTwitter
c→ HT ?

Twitter

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if it is mentioned by the Twitter User
who is relevant to some Wikipedia page which links to the one relevant to the query
Weibo User’s related users.

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its co-occur HashTag is
relevant to some Wikipedia page which links to the one relevant to the
query Weibo User’s related users.

F7
U∗

Weibo
u→ HTWeibo

r→ A
b→ C

b← A
r← HT ?

Twitter F8
U∗

Weibo
r→ A

b→ C
h→ C

b← A
r← HT ?

Twitter

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its relevant Wikipedia page’s cate-
gory is the same as the page which is relevant to the query Weibo User’s mentioned
HashTag.

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its relevant Wikipedia
page’s category has category which has page that is relevant to the query
Weibo User.

F9
U∗

Weibo
u→ HTWeibo

r→ A
b→ C

b← A
r← HTTwitter

c→ HT ?
Twitter F10

U∗
Weibo

E→ PC � PC
E← HT ?

Twitter

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its co-occur HashTag is relevant to
some Wikipedia page which belongs to the same category as the one relevant to the
Weibo HashTag which is mentioned by the query Weibo User.

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its relevant category path
is related to the query Weibo User’s relevant category path.

F11
U∗

Weibo
u→ HTWeibo

E→ PC � PC
E← HTTwitter

c→ HT ?
Twitter F12

U∗
Weibo

t→ UWeibo
E→ PC � PC

E← UTwitter
u→

HT ?
Twitter

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its co-occur HashTag’s relevant cat-
egory path is related to the query Weibo User’s mentioned hashtag’s relevant cate-
gory path

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if it is mentioned by some
Twitter User whose relevant category path is related to the query Weibo
User’s related users’ relevant category path

F13
U∗

Weibo
t→ UWeibo

u→ HTWeibo
E→ PC � PC

E← HT ?
Twitter

The candidate Twitter HashTag is important, if its relevant category path is related to the query Weibo User’s related users’ mentioned hashtag’s relevant category path

Table 3: Statistics on the 3-layer heterogeneous graph
Graph 1: Weibo Layer (generated from 3,296,945 messages)

Node/Edge Number
UWeibo 85,572
HTWeibo 2,931

UWeibo
t→ UWeibo 296,438

UWeibo
u→ HTWeibo 41,896

HTWeibo
c→ HTWeibo 3,456

Graph 2: Wikipedia Layer

Node/Edge Number
A 397,689
C 871,978

A
l→ A 6,044,535

A
b→ C 1,044,002

C
h→ C 1,229,833
Graph 3: Twitter Layer (generated from 20,128,826 messages)

Node/Edge Number
UTwitter 797,869
HTTwitter 6,995

UTwitter
t→ UTwitter 1,396,296

UTwitter
u→ HTTwitter 384,474

HTTwitter
c→ HTTwitter 172,089

to rank method for feature integration and algorithm eval-
uation. NDCG30 is used as the training metric, and 5-fold
cross validation is used to evaluate the recommendation per-
formance. All of the ranking features (in Table 2) are clas-

sified into three categories based on the random walk func-
tions within the Wikipedia layer: A: Meta-paths based on
Wikipedia articles (A) and the hyperlinks, Ai

l→ Aj , among
them. We use features [F1-F6] in Table 2 for this group.
A-C: Meta-paths based on Wikipedia articles (A), cate-
gories (C), the links between article and category, A b→ C,
and the links among categories, Ci

h→ Cj . Features [F7-
F9] are used for this group. ESPM: Meta-paths based on
Wikipedia category path and ESPM based random walk fea-
tures, PCi

� PCj
. Feature [F10-F13] are used for this group

with ESPM algorithm. ALL combines A, A-C, and ESPM.

Experiment results support our hypothesis that machine
translation (MT) is not a good option for cross-Twitter and
Weibo recommendation. As most messages in Weibo are
written in colloquial Chinese, machine translation and con-
tent matching performance is not ideal. On the other hand,
all the PGSMN recommendation methods can significantly
(p < 0.01) enhance the recommendation performance.
Compared with different categories of PGSMN features, re-
sults show that, for most metrics, Wikipedia article and cat-
egory A-C and A + A-C outperforms other kinds of fea-
tures for overall ranking (NDCG and MAP). ESPM based
random walk (between Wikipedia category paths) performs
well for top ranked result. Evaluation result also shows that
when we use all the features A + A-C + ESPM, recom-
mendation performance reaches its peak (p < 0.01), which
means different kinds of random walk methods between
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Table 4: Experiment Result
Metrics MT A A-C A + A-C ESPM ALL

MRR 0.0146 0.1816 0.4780 0.4653 0.3428 0.4887*

P5 0.0187 0.0777 0.1222 0.1138 0.1668 0.1549
P10 0.0174 0.0722 0.0785 0.0769 0.1164 0.1150
P15 0.0160 0.0648 0.0707 0.0665 0.0962 0.0982

P20 0.0155 0.0595 0.0682 0.0675 0.0841 0.0897*

MAP10 0.0031 0.0054 0.0117 0.0110 0.0125 0.0144*

MAP30 0.0038 0.0079 0.0146 0.0138 0.0152 0.0178*

MAP50 0.0040 0.0095 0.0168 0.0160 0.0167 0.0198*

MAP100 0.0043 0.0127 0.0197 0.0194 0.0197 0.0231*

MAP 0.0056 0.0255 0.0308 0.0333 0.0299 0.0370*

NDCG10 0.0123 0.0419 0.0781 0.0748 0.0780 0.0961*

NDCG30 0.0137 0.0428 0.0662 0.0646 0.0605 0.0763*

NDCG50 0.0151 0.0497 0.0732 0.0734 0.0645 0.0820*

NDCG100 0.0191 0.0684 0.0866 0.0904 0.0810 0.0985*

NDCG 0.0518 0.1664 0.1657 0.1923 0.1557 0.2017*

* Significant p <0.01

Using U and U -U

Using U -U and U -HT

Using U -HT and HT -HT

F12 F1 F10 F13 F8 F7 F5 F2 F4 F6 F11 F3 F9
0

0.1

0.2

Figure 4: NDCG Comparison for Ranking Features

different layers can all contribute to the recommendation
model. Overall, for most evaluation metrics, ESPM > A-C
> A, which proves our hypothesis that Wikipedia category
and category tree are helpful to enhance the recommenda-
tion performance.

When we use ALL features, MRR reaches 0.4887 while
P5 is 0.1549, which means that the top-ranked Twitter hash-
tags are highly likely to interest targeted Weibo users. MAP
score is relatively low because we can only find 459 hash-
tags for evaluation in the test collection, and these hashtags
can only cover partial interests of the target Weibo user.

To test the feature performance, we also compare each
feature individually from an NDCG perspective (see Fig-
ure 4). The ranking features are ordered in an ascending or-
der. Based on the result, we find recommendation perfor-
mance is also closely related to the sub-paths within the
Weibo and Twitter layers. It is clear that user and hash-
tag relations UX

u→ HTX , and hashtag co-occur relations
HTX

c→ HTX , are more important than other kinds of
relations. For instance, we find user-to-user reply relation,
UX

t→ UX , is less useful. If we don’t use any relationship
within Weibo and Twitter layer (i.e., F1, U∗

Weibo
r→ A

r←
HT ?

Twitter), the ranking performance is not strong.
This result proves our initial assumptions that the rich

linkage within and across different layers and ESPM-based
random walk on the Wikipedia category tree can be impor-

tant for cross-social media information recommendation.

5 Analysis and Conclusion

In this study, we propose a new method to interconnect Twit-
ter and Weibo datasets while enabling cross-media infor-
mation recommendation. Unlike earlier studies, Twitter and
Weibo belong in exclusive bubbles, i.e., language bubbles,
culture bubbles, and network bubbles. As we cannot iden-
tify the same user across these two social networks, we em-
ployed a novel method to construct a heterogeneous graph,
PGSMN, to interconnect Weibo and Twitter users and hash-
tags. Wikipedia categories and articles are employed as the
“Rosetta Stone” to bridge Twitter and Weibo networks. Our
research will help the underrepresented groups fully partic-
ipate in the global cultural and political conversation that is
now increasingly taking place online and through social me-
dia. Our results may mitigate the digital divide that results
from social, and linguistic disparities.

Our evaluation result shows that PGSMN can efficiently
recommend Twitter hashtags to Weibo users, which sig-
nificantly (p < 0.0001) outperforms machine translation.
Meanwhile, all the proposed meta-path based ranking fea-
tures are potentially useful. We also find that ESPM and
Wikipedia category based random walk features can sig-
nificantly enhance the recommendation performance (p <
0.0001). Simply using Wikipedia articles (and links) may
not be accurate enough for cross Twitter and Weibo recom-
mendation. We assume this may be because of the impact of
the culture difference. For instance, if a Weibo user is inter-
ested in (or linked to) a local basketball star, we can hardly
find the corresponding or related hashtags in Twitter if we
simply use Wikipedia articles. However, if Wikipedia cate-
gories are used, we can find a path related to the ‘basket-
ball category’ or ESPM based random walk between simi-
lar Wikipedia category paths like CSport

h→ CBasketball
h→

CChinese Basketball and CSport
h→ CBasketball

h→ CNBA . All
of these Wikipedia category related meta-paths provide good
potential to random walk cross different media.

In the future, we would like to test more sophisticated ran-
dom walk methods and learning to rank methods to further
enhance the recommendation performance. Meanwhile, we
will test other applications of PGSMN. For instance, by us-
ing this graph, we could calculate the relatedness between
a Weibo user and a Twitter user. Then, we could develop
innovative community detection algorithm on PGSMN to
group “similar” Weibo and Twitter users into the same cross-
domain community.
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